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‘Ben’ Gunn – Test pilot for Boulton Paul at Defford 
 

By Les Whitehouse, abridged and edited by Bob Shaw         
                              

Test flying is a dangerous business, and test flying at Defford was no exception, notably in the post-war 
period, as ‘Ben’ Gunn and ‘Loopy’ Dunworth must have been very aware, as both were recruited to replace 
predecessors who were killed test flying. The story of ‘Loopy’ Dunworth was related in ‘Contact!’                                                                           
no. 124, February 2019. 
 

Alexander Ewen 'Ben' Gunn was born on 24th June 1923 and educated at Whitehill School Glasgow. In 
1942 he attended the RAF Staff College at Cranwell and then went to 501 Sqn flying Spitfires. From 501 
Sqn, Ben went on to 1 Group and No 274 Sqn flying Tempest V aircraft 

Just before VE day 1945 he was posted as an instructor on Tempests with 56 OTU, while in June 1945, Ben 
was posted to join the Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment (A & AEE) at Boscombe 
Down, involved with the intensive testing of the Tempest II radial engine fighter. He went on to become a 
graduate of the Empire Test Pilots’ School ) ETPS in 1948, on No.7 Course, the first to be completed at 

Farnborough.  

LEFT: The perils of test flying – Tempest II flown by Gunn 

Gunn was then appointed as Chief Test Pilot for Boulton 
Paul Aircraft Ltd, a position he held for 17 years. This 
came about when early in 1949 a signal was received 
requesting a service test pilot be seconded to BPA to test 
fly the Balliol trainer since Lindsay Neale and Peter 
Tisshaw had both been killed in a crash of the prototype. 
In February 1949, Gunn joined BPA from A&AEE.  

As Chief Test Pilot, Benn should have carried out initial 
flights of the Boulton Paul P.111 delta-wing jet, but he 
could only carry out ground running and taxy-trials at 

Wolverhampton Airport with the canopy removed. The field, being short and grass, was not suitable for 
flying jet aircraft or even for test “hops”, so the first flights were made by RAE personnel. The very first was 
on 10th October 1950 by Sqn Ldr Robert H. Smythe from Boscombe Down, then by Lt Jock Elliot RN. Ben 
however got to pilot the P.111 and made four flights in the in the delta-wing jet on 10th to 12th December 
1951. Originally the P.111 was planned as two prototypes, one with tail-less condition and optional wing 
extensions and the other with tailplane and optional moveable wingtips. The second prototype (and a 
considered third) never got ordered nor completed under the designation P.111 because the P.111 was 
bent three times at RAE and had to be rebuilt as the P.111A, absorbing the budget. Eventually the second 
prototype design was re-designated P.120 under a separate contract. Ben Gunn also got to test other 
unusual machines such as the AW52 tail-less jet flying wing. 

6th August 1952 Gunn took up the unpainted P.120 for the first time at Boscombe Down. From the 6th to 

the 19th 17 flights were carried out. Two flights were made with undercarriage down. The first flight on the 

6th went as planned, the third flight was aborted because the undercarriage would not come out of the 

down locks and retract owing to a failed rotax motor fuse. On the first flight the P.120 had used up ¾ of the 

runway and at 175 knots showed no inclination to get airborne. Eventually it clawed its way into the air 

reluctantly, over the heads of potato pickers in the next field, to the smell of burning tyre rubber. The tail 

trim in neutral was the cause of the long take-off. 
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Above: Photos signed by Ben Gunn and dedicated to Toby Griffiths, an aircraft electrician at Defford. 

Left, P111A VT935                                  Right P120 VT951 – see story in ‘Contact!’ no.89, October 2013 
 

On the 29th August (Flight No. 20) Ben Gunn was forced to eject from VT951. He had decided to increase 

speed from 425 kts to 450 kts as this was the fastest the aircraft had ever reached. At approximately 4,000 

ft at 450 kts I.A.S. a very intense “buzz” became apparent. No buffet was felt on the rudder bar or control 

column. The throttle was closed immediately but before the dive brakes could be operated there was a 

very loud bang from the rear end and the aircraft commenced to roll to port. After completing two rolls to 

port full starboard aileron was applied, followed by full starboard rudder which was held for the remainder 

of the flight. It was immediately noticed that there was no airspeed indicating and on visual investigation 

through the port window it was noticed that the pitot head was up at an angle approximately 45 degrees 

from the line of flight. Ben decided at this juncture to select manual control and spring feel out. After some 

difficulty 11,000 ft was achieved directly over Boscombe Down and height reduced very gradually. At 

approximately 6,000 ft over Salisbury Plain the aircraft became increasingly difficult to handle and Gunn 

decided to eject. On jettisoning the hood however the aircraft appeared to re-settle again in level flight. It 

was then possible to see the full port wing with approximately two feet of the wing surface immediately 

ahead of the (missing) outer port elevon having lifted. Thoughts were then given to attempting to make a 

belly landing on the airfield but this idea was discarded on reaching a height of approximately 3,000 ft 

violent lateral oscillations occurred when owing to the lower rough air. The control column was centralised 

and feet removed from the rudder pedals. The port wing immediately dropped and ejection was initiated, 

the seat leaving the aircraft at approximately 60 degrees bank to port. By mistake the parachute ripcord 

was pulled instead of the pilot seat release harness. This was immediately rectified, the seat fell away and 

the parachute opened. A very rough landing ensued through the branches of trees. Gunn happened to 

have landed near to accommodation used by one of the engineers from Boscombe. Making his way injured 

to the building, they were able to phone Boscombe Down and arrange for him to be picked up. By the time 

help arrived he and the occupant had consumed a bottle of brandy so he was feeling in good fettle. 

The rebuilt P.111A absorbed all the budget for the second aircraft 

and hence this was built under a separate contract as the P.120. The 

rebuilt VT935 was painted overall yellow with black trim, earning it 

the nickname “Yellow Peril”. Air brakes were fitted as was an 

improved feel and feedback system. It was flown for the first time on 

2nd July 1953 as a short handling hop. Between then and 23rd October 

1953, Ben flew it another 33 times including demonstrations at SBAC 

show Farnborough 7th-13th September 1953. 1954 saw Ben fly it 

another 6 times during January of that year. 

LEFT: Gunn climbing out of the unpainted P.120 at Boscombe Down 

after a flight 
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However though by this time Gunn had arrived as Chief Test pilot for BPA based at Defford, there is no 

evidence that he flew either the P111A or the P120 from Defford. 

At Defford, the sole Tay Viscount was allocated to BPA in order that lab and theoretical work upon 

synthetic feel systems and PCU (power control units) could be checked by actual measurements in flight. 

The tests were then extended to incorporate an integrated autopilot. The first handling and familiarisation 

flight took place 6th February 1953 with Ben at the controls and engineers Fillery and Evans as crew. Gunn 

took two more flights with the same crew on the 12th and 18th of the month. On the 11th August 1953 he 

took up Dickie Mancus as co-pilot and then Mancus took up Geoff ‘Loopy’ Dunworth as co-pilot, both with 

Evans as crew, so that they could gain familiarity with the system/machine handling and take over some of 

the testing. Of 19 flights up to 27th April 1954, in 11 cases Ben was the chief pilot in charge on the flight. 

The PCU installed in the aircraft was then to be modified to incorporate an electric-link (“fly-by-wire”) 

system in the power control circuits. The idea was to develop the system testing in flight but to have a 

second pilot in the co-pilot’s position with normal manual control linkages. In that way if the electric 

system failed the co-pilot could immediately take-over manual control on the PCU and maintain flight. 

Initially simulated landings were carried out, with the system energised by assuming a virtual runway at 

5,000 ft in the air. For the first two flights Mancus and Dunworth were in control. On 2nd January 1958, 

‘Ben’ Gunn made the first full “Fly By Wire” flight and landing, at RRE Defford – a World First. Shortly 

afterwards BPA facilities at Defford were moving to Seighford where better photographs were taken of 

another fully “Fly by Wire” landing, subsequently used for publicity by the company. This second in  

sequence was dated 13th January 1958. 

  

LEFT: Tay Viscount VX217 at Defford  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tay Viscount making World’s First ‘Fly By Wire’ Landing – Ben Gunn Landing at Defford on January 2nd 1958 
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Meanwhile also at Defford XH567 (above) was a Canberra B.6 test aircraft converted by Boulton Paul to 

carry a mine-laying beam which could accommodate four mines or two torpedoes for ATDU Gosport. After 

conversion the machine moved to Culdrose for trials. Taking off from RNAS Culdrose a group of seagulls 

got the worst of it as they were sucked into the port engine. Ben aborted take-off, the aircraft yawed and 

hit the arrester gear at the side of the runway, and came to a halt overhanging the Helston road, giving a 

local bus driver a fright. Ben Gunn also flew most of the Canberra Cannon Belly Pack trials at Defford and 

finally the Nord Missile launch trials from Seighford. 

With Defford closed for flying from April 1958, on New Year’s Day 1959, Ben was due to pick up his son for 

lunch after a quick flight from Seighford, but it was not to be. As he pressed the button for ‘u/c up’ there 

was a loud bang on Canberra PR.7 WH779. The result was a partly retracted undercarriage and no 

hydraulics for undercarriage or flaps. The nosewheel and one mainwheel were up but the other main leg 

was stuck down. Ben flew around for some time using up fuel ready for a minimum fuel, one wheel 

landing, as his engineer passenger was unfamiliar with eject procedure. The aircraft slewed off the runway 

owing to the asymmetric loads and the nose hit the stump of a tree.  

Both crew were unhurt and they headed to the Hollybush, near the Boulton Paul airfield in Seighford, to 

celebrate in an appropriate manner with a few stiff brandies! 

BELOW: The aftermath of the one wheel landing by Gunn, flying Canberra WH779 on New Year’s Day 1959 

… 

 

 

Ben Gunn went on to work for other aviation companies. He retired from test flying in 1971, having flown 

175 different types of aircraft. 
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After 21 years of test flying, the colleagues of Ben Gunn marked the occasion with this collage of aircraft he 

had test-flown 
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PROGRESS ON METEOR WD686 
The restoration of Meteor WD686, the last ‘plane to officially fly out of Defford, to a magnificent ground 
display standard, is continuing well in the hands of the Boscombe Down Aviation Collection in their 
workshops at Old Sarum. David Vernon is taking over from Bob Shaw as project leader on behalf of DAHG, 
and David and Bob visited BDAC Old Sarum on March 15th 2019 to view progress and meet up with the 
BDAC team, led by Ron Fulton (Technical Director) and John Sharpe  (Chairman).  

They found the Meteor on its wheels. Restoration of the fuselage and centre section is largely complete, 
the engine nacelles in place and work commencing on the outer wing panels – which need quite a bit of 
work done on them. They will include dummy 20mm cannon as fitted to the mark NF11 Meteor.  When the 
Meteor was transferred from ownership of the Imperial War Museum, the cockpit had been stripped of 
instruments and controls. Now thanks to BDAC who have scoured the second hand parts market all 
instruments and controls (including the missing pilot’s control stick) are in place, and the cockpits 
completely refitted, with most impressive results. The undercarriage has been restored and refitted with 
wheels and tyres. The fuselage and tail fin, rudder, and elevators have been restored and painted to 1958 
standard, showing its appearance when WD686 flew out of Defford for the last time.  

David and Bob were impressed once again with the size and appearance of WD686. The BDAC team hope 
to complete work on the Meteor in August 2019 after which it will be ready for outdoor display. 

But there is still a lot of work to be done by David, Andy Barrett on behalf of the National Trust, and the 
team before that happy day arrives!  

 

 

Top left, Meteor WD686 at Old Sarum, March 15th . Top right, David Vernon talking to Ron Fulton of 
BDAC.(back to the camera). Below left, restored nosewheel of Meteor. Below right, David Vernon seated in 
the impressively restored pilot’s cockpit of WD686. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Readers are urged to write to us with comments – we love to hear from you!  Bob (editor) 

From the President of DAHG, Albert Shorrock 
Dear Bob 

Many thanks to you, John and Ann Sterry for ‘Contact!’ no. 126 and for the included tribute (by Michael 
Barnard) to Andy Walls and myself. 

Many, many thanks to you for keeping ‘Contact!’ airborne’. CONGRATULATIONS for a job WELL DONE! 

It is indeed a great pleasure to hear that everything is going so well at Croome, thanks to everyone 
involved in keeping the RA F Defford flag flying via the newsletter and Museum projects. Thanks to all 
DAHG members, and everyone for your continued loyal support. 

Wishing you every success for the future, with my very best wishes to all. 

Albert 

 

Hermes VX234 
 From Gordon Harris 
 
Thank you for my copy of Contact, it was very interesting, especially the article on Hermes VX234.It was 
known to us ground crew as Hastings VX234. I worked on this aircraft quite a lot and travelled with it. 
When the TSR2 radar was fitted we were operating from Laarbruch airfield near the Dutch border. I flew 
with it during one of the sideways facing radar tests at zero altitude. The crew navigated with paper map 
rolling it out as we flew over North Germany and Holland. The Radar print-out showed barges on the 
Zuider Zeeland and cars on the roads. We were told to stay in our seats during the flight as the trim of the 
aircraft at this altitude was so delicate. 
 
I was with this aircraft once again when there was a NATO exercise on testing night photography. This was 
again from Laarbruch. I went with VX234 also to the United States for quite a long visit, must 
have been six months or so. We were operating from Sussex County Airbase on Long Island alongside the 
US Navy. Our aircraft was working alongside a US DC4 over the Caribbean. We were living in a Hotel a few 
miles away, The John Henry Perkins hotel in Riverhead. Flt Lt Pete Mancy flew the aircraft on all these 
occasions. He was a fantastic pilot. An interesting thing about this trip was how we all got to Long Island. 
VX234 flew the Atlantic via Reykjavik Iceland and Goose Bay Canada.  Fred Dearlove who was with myself 
took an early Boeing 707 from London to Kennedy NY. There were only thirty or so passengers on board 
and we were allowed to go into the cockpit as see how the crew flew it.  
 
I hope you and all at Defford are well Bob, please give them my regards. 
 
Best Wishes 
                     
Gordon 
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Hermes and Hastings 
From Les Eales: 
 
Thank you for the March copy of `Contact’. I particularly enjoyed reading the article about the Hermes. The 
photos you obtained were excellent and brought back many memories of seeing this very unique aircraft at 
Pershore. I hope you enjoyed the research. 
 
This does lead me onto a story involving RRE Pershore. Back in my and Mick Freer`s youth we were 
Committee members of the Skyfame Aircraft Museum Supporters Society at Staverton Airport. 
 
The Skyfame Museum purchased Handley Page Hastings TG528 from the RAF and on 24th January 1968 it 
flew in from RAF Colerne. The RAF had filled it with fuel with the objective of this being used for the 
Museum`s airworthy Avro Anson and Airspeed Oxford. However this was not to be and the Museum then 
had this large aircraft full of fuel and because of this had to be parked away from the hangars and was 
positioned on one of the hard standings alongside the Cheltenham to Gloucester Road. I contacted RRE 
Pershore for advice and was put in touch with Flt Lt `Lofty’ Carter, Air Engineer for the three Hastings and 
Hermes aircraft. His suggestion was to use the fuel up in situ and he came to Staverton each month for a 
year with one of the RAF pilots to start the aircraft. Mick and myself were on prop turning duties and then 
the sound of the four Hercules engines on full throttle was awesome and attracted many spectators. Air 
Traffic even allowed the Hastings to be taxied around the airfield!! Eventually all the fuel was used and this 
experience came to an end but with much thanks to the aircrew from RRE Pershore. 
 
After Skyfame closed, TG528 went to IWM Duxford and has now been beautifully restored and is in the 
new AirSpace building. 
 
At one of the Skyfame Air Displays I was a passenger in the Avro Anson and Mick was a passenger in the 
Airspeed Oxford for their individual displays and joint display, imagine being allowed to do that these 
days!! 
 
Best wishes 
 
Les 
 

FURTHER PROGRESS WITH METEOR WD686 
 

Further to the report on page 7 of this edition of ‘Contact!’, Ron Fulton, Technical Director of BDAC wrote 
on March 19th to David Vernon, saying amongst other things: 
 
Hi David  
 

... We have made further progress since your visit, having removed the wing control surfaces ready for 
refurbishment, refitted the two large pieces of skin to the cockpit port side, and fitted the starboard jet pipe 
… 
Hope to see you again soon. Best wishes, Ron 
 
Ron Fulton CEng FRAeS MIET 
BDAC Technical Director 
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GREMLINS 
 

As you may have seen, the subject of Gremlins has been in the news. Public awareness of Gremlins was rife 
in the wartime RAF. At that time the ability of small creatures known Gremlins to cause problems took 
many forms – there was the Fuel Boozer Gremlin which resulted in pilots miscalculating the petrol left in 
the tanks of an aircraft, but there were many others forms whose activities one way or another cause the 
pilot unexpected and embarrassing problems. Gremlins could for instance raise (or lower) the altitude or 
the position of a runway, cause the wind direction to change radically during an approach or rotate the 
compass bearing through 180 degrees or mysteriously cause the undercarriage not to be lowered. The 
subject was extensively researched and the outcome published in the aeronautical press. 
 
In the modern world the activities of Gremlins take many forms. To take a simple example. Home 
computers and printers are vulnerable to Gremlin attack which makes itself known when you unexpectedly 
run out of printer paper (when you were confident you had plenty), similarly when you run out of printer 
ink or are unable to find documents which you are sure you had seen recently but have mysteriously 
disappeared – and so on. The activity of Gremlins take an infinite variety of forms 
 

0  
 
ABOVE: Seeing is believing – Gremlins caught in the act (and swiftly despatched), at an airfield “Somewhere 
in England”. Left, the fuel boozer Gremlin is busy reducing the level of petrol in a Spitfire’s tank. Right, an 
Instrument Gremlin busy twisting the gun-sight. 
 

 
LEFT: Artist’s impressions of Gremlins at work. The Gnome, a form of Gremlin,                               
 is in the act of surreptitiously loosening a screw. 
 
 
 
 
Do you have personal experience of Gremlins, or know anyone who has been 
affected by these dangerous little beasts? If so, please write to the Editor 
(shaw.bob@btinternet.com), and tell us about it. You will be performing a 
valuable public service. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:shaw.bob@btinternet.com
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A FASCINATING VISITOR TO THE RAF DEFFORD MUSEUM 
Tony Bates 

 
We had a visit to the RAF Defford Museum from Anne-Marie Lloyd with her 93 year old grandmother Mrs Edith 
Emily Marie Harrison (neé Adams) on the 20th November, 2018 
 
Mrs Harrison who currently lives in Gloucester, grew up at Stonehall Farm which was part of the Croome Estate that 
was requisitioned in 1940 for the construction of Defford Airfield.  
 
Her father also looked after animals on Defford Common and in his role as Steward he collected rents from those 
who grazed their stock on the Common.  Mrs Harrison spoke about frequently visiting the Coventry family at Croome 
Court - but always by the back door! 
 

 Work started on airfield construction in 1940 and at some point there were both 
German and Italian prisoners of war working on the construction. Some were also 
involved in helping on the farm and sheep dipping was mentioned. One of the 
prisoners made a wooden cradle for her father. LEFT: Childhood at Stonehill Farm 
 
In terms of her timeline, she went straight from school to into codes & ciphers 
(presumably as a WAAF - ed.). She remembers being tested at school for 
suitability for that kind of work. She was first based at Biggin Hill and was then 
loaned to Bletchley Park (EM Adams is listed on Bletchley park employees list.) 
 
Whilst on leave she returned to Defford and met William E Harrison, an RAF 
serviceman who was based at Defford for a period. 
He had recently returned from Canada where he 

had been training.  She understood that he was a navigator.  
  
In 1944 they were married in Pershore Abbey and the best man was an American 
serviceman known as 'Hank' (surname had slipped the memory) a pilot in 219 Sqn.  
Guests at the wedding included (Group Captain) John McDonald and his wife who 
attended and she also mentioned his driver Joan Tustin who was a close friend of 
hers. One or two other names mentioned included W/C Harkness. 
 
Mrs Harrison spent an hour in the Museum with her daughter and it was a very 
moving experience. Once or twice during the video she excitedly pointed out where 
they were located and a number of faces were recognised as she moved around the 
museum. 
                                                                                                  
 BELOW; William Harrison, after training as a Navigator (note ‘winged O’ badge, and in flying kit in Canada 
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PIONEER AVIATOR AT PERSHORE, 1913. 
 

In the Museum we recently received a number of prints of photocopies. Unfortunately, we do not know 
who left the pictures with us – if the kind donor reads this, would they please contact Bob Shaw (editor) or 
Tony Bates (t.batesworc@btinternet.com) who is DAHG Collections Secretary 
 
A among the photos (which mainly show c.1960 – 1970 aircraft), was this one, annotated:  
 

‘Gustav Hamel  at Pershore Oct. 23.13’ 
 

 
 

Gustav Hamel was educated at Westminster School and chose to learn to fly at the Blériot school at Pau, 
France in 1910 at the age of 21. He obtained the Royal Aero Club's Aviator's certificate No. 64 and the 
Aéro-Club de France's certificate No. 358. 

His first flight of note was on 24 March 1911 when he flew from Hendon to Brooklands in a record 58 
minutes. In the exploit for which he is best remembered, Hamel flew a Blériot on Saturday 9 September 
1911, covering the 21 miles between Hendon and Windsor in 18 minutes (took off at 4:55pm and arrived 
at 5:13pm) to deliver the first official airmail to the Postmaster General. Included was a postcard he had 
written en route. The many thousands of items of mail included commemorative postcards which are 
today treasured by collectors. 

On August 1913 a 75 mile air race around the Midlands was arranged between Benfield Hucks and Hamel. 
The take-off point for the contest was the Tally Ho! Grounds, adjacent to Cannon Hill Park. Both aviators 
then flew anti-clockwise around the circuit, landing at Redditch recreation ground, Coventry, Nuneaton, 
Tamworth and Walsall in turn, and then finishing at Edgbaston. Hamel won the race by a margin of just 20 
seconds. Hamel was quite active in Worcestershire, visiting Pershore racecourse in October 1913 where 
he gave exhibitions of flying. He also visited Upton on Severn, Worcester racecourse and Kidderminster 
cricket ground in October 1913. 

Acknowledgement - Thanks to Wikipedia 

mailto:t.batesworc@btinternet.com

